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THE TRAVEL AGENT’S STORE COACHING PROGRAM
To help you get the maximum benefit from your purchase The Travel Agent’s Store
offers a free coaching session with the author of the e-Guide. The coaching sessions
last for up to one-hour and are conducted via Skype. Once you have read through and
studied this e-Guide jot down any questions, challenges you have, then email to
steve@thetravelagentsstore.com to arrange a coaching date and time.

Be sure to take advantage of this offer!

Webinar Presentation Skills for Travel Trade Professionals © 2014 Steve Crowhurst, SMP Training Co.
All rights reserved. Printed in Canada. No part of this book may be used or reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning or otherwise
whatsoever without written permission or authorization through payment of a Permission to Copy fee (except in the
case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews) . For information please contact SMP Training Co.
steve@smptraining.com or call 250-738-0064
Protected by the Canadian Copyright Act.
For general information on SMP publications and services please email: steve@smptraining.com
Illustrations by Steve Crowhurst unless otherwise noted.
Limit of liability/disclaimer of warranty: SMP Training Co., publisher and the author make no representations or
warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaim all
warranties, including without limitation, warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created
or extended by sales or promotional materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for
every situation. This work is sold with the understanding that the publisher and author is not engaged in rendering
legal or other professional services. If professional assistance is required, the services of a competent professional
person should be sought. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising here from. The fact
that an organisation or website is referred to in this work as a citation and / or potential source of further information
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or recommendations it may make. Further, readers should be aware that Internet websites listed in this work may
have changed or disappeared between when this work was written and when it is read.
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Welcome
Webinars take advantage of all the current
and future technology that they allow
suppliers to sell and service agency
accounts and travel agents to promote to
agency clients from anywhere at any time.
Suppliers can promote a training session or
an update to their travel agency supporters
and BDMs can even train individual agency
teams in the agency’s boardroom and
without the BDM leaving their corporate or
home office.
Travel agents can conduct the same
interaction with their clients – hosting an
online promotion via a virtual tradeshow to
serving small groups via Skype and even
using Facebook to conference too.
Tourism offices will delight at promoting
their country far and wide by simply
inviting travel agents and consumers to
attend their online promotions.
Each online presentation can be recorded
and made available to whomever the
content is intended for.

My home office and my webinar set up. Webinar
best practices means you have the best graphics
card, sound card etc., top quality webcam and
microphone and the use of the best and most
affordable webinar platform too.
Then there is the subject of presenting to a screen
versus a visual audience, applying your PowerPoint
expertise, and using a variety of options that are not
always used when you present on stage.
Delivering webinars is not the same as presenting
live and with the webinar being recorded, your
every mistake is captured forever. Which is why you
make sure your mic’ is off and the session closed
before you utter a “bleep” word of any kind.

Presenting a webinar will make use of your
generic public speaking skills however with
a webinar there is no visual audience to
interact with and that can send some presenters into a tizz’ and you can hear that tizzy over your
speakers when it happens and even more so when the presenter forgets the webinar is live.
Enjoy this eGuide and add the delivery of webinars to those presentation skills you already
possess. This is one more skill that will enhance your career and at the same time offer you a
new business opportunity and possibly a dual career.
Good luck!
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Introduction
Back in 2000 or so, Steve Gillick of TalkingTravel.ca and I pioneered the use of tele-seminars and
then webinars. In that first year I presented to roughly 2,000 travel agents. The technology used
was the landline telephone and travel agents conferenced in, referred to a handout they had
received by email and the session started with me speaking for one-hour on the phone.
From teleseminars we upgraded to webinars and built on the webinar format to develop a
following that would always “turn up” – more like “click on” and this time the audience would
refer to their handout and view their computer screen to watch a PowerPoint that the presenter,
was managing from their computer. We learned that clicking ahead at the right time, staying
aware of the transmission time delay (so as not to be ahead of the information the audience was
receiving) was very important. Each webinar brought new challenges; each was a lesson learned.
Finally, now, today, we can present a webinar, include real time on-camera interaction, or go
straight to a live video feed using social media tools and dedicated platforms for live feeds. We
can even record a webinar using our desktop webcams, save it, edit it, convert it to a variety of
formats and then post the webinar online to be viewed as if it was being presented in real time.
So… there’s plenty to share with you in this eGuide. Let’s get started.

If you would like to round out your presentation skills
be sure to review the following two Guides:

www.thetravelagentsstore.com
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The travel trade webinar seems to be the domain of preferred suppliers ranging from multibrand tour companies to CRS systems to tourism boards and even National Geographic and the
Smithsonian are using webinars to pitch their tours. Popping up recently are host agencies
presenting their “reasons to join us” webinars.
Travel agents in general have not yet caught onto using webinars as a promotional tool and
right there is a huge opportunity for the travel agent who bellies up to the mic’ to deliver a
resounding online presentation. There is even an opportunity for travel agents to charge
webinar attendance fees to their clients especially when the information being presented
includes discounted travel, savings and 2-4-1s.
The training side of our industry has pretty much
done away with the paid webinar as anyone in the
travel industry knows only too well that the trade
does not spend too much on education. The trade
itself runs on the FREE model and travel agents have
come to expect anything and everything for free. The
same, what would have been a twenty-nine dollar
webinar in the travel industry that would run for 1hour, include a handout, cutting edge information
and a chance to review the recording if you missed
it sells for $199 to $299 in other industries and in
general too. The online marketing webinar shown
above is actually a “webisode” = that would be 4
webinars for $399 now on for $199. We’ll explore
that level of pricing when we review the Dual
Career section.
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Point in case: The Travel Institute still puts on
travel trade webinars and for members the
webinar is FREE and for non-members: $20!

The Challenge With FREE…

When something is FREE it has no value to the prospective attendee. They will register and may or may
not attend. This is the situation for when suppliers attempt to educate their agency accounts and for travel
agents arranging a free promotion for their clients. Free is free. With no investment to attend, the webinar
is not valued at all and therefore, in general, the turnout is less than satisfactory. The wash factor can be
has high as 70%. One hundred register and only 30 show.
FREE also brings with it total disrespect for the time and energy for the team who have invested in
arranging their webinars and few if any registrants follow the generic rules of etiquette and cancel well in
advance. Although webinars are an excellent promotional and training tool – you’ll have to go with the
flow when it comes to attendee nonchalance.

The Fee to Attend is Sales, or…

Many suppliers have come to the realization that the travel agent audience they really want to attract is
the travel agent that is a true professional, committed to learning more about the supplier’s products and
then making a concerted effort to go sell something, thus generating a webinar ROI for the supplier. The
webinar is still free to attend however registration is restricted to travel agents who have already sold X
amount. In some cases the supplier invites only who they would like to attend.
For travel agents wishing to bypass those tire-kicking clients and attract active travellers who know the
benefit of attending your consumer event, you too, like your suppliers, should send out personal
invitations to your best clients. If you have the stomach for it, you can also charge fees to attend when
the promotion is high-end.
Some travel agents use social media to promote their webinars and use the webinars to promote a live
event. The fee to join the webinar can be applied to the live event depending what kind of event you have
in mind.

The Webinar Is A Multi-Faceted Marketing Tool…

How you make use of the webinar concept, and the other online tools this Guide will expose, is up to you.
A webinar is no longer cutting edge in the trade itself however between travel agent and client the concept
has not yet run its course.
Take what you can from this Guide and use it to promote yourself locally as The Community Travel Agency
Of Choice and for suppliers, you will find more ideas to help you fill your virtual seats with bone fide,
active, assertive travel agents who consider continuing education a value-add and respect the effort you
put into arranging these instant revenue building workshops.

There’s No Winging a Webinar!

Many have tried it only to crash and burn. You’ll need the latest in content, a high quality PowerPoint deck
featuring the best of graphics and no text, a radio style personality with a voice that is both soothing and
exciting to listen to. Remember you are talking into a mic’ and looking at a computer screen… there is no
visual audience. This is an entirely different ball game to live, onstage stand up. Your webinar is also a live
event, it is being recorded, every cough, stop, start, um and ah will be on that recording and that’s one
reason, more like an incentive to learn the craft well and deliver your webinars like a professional and as
if you were on stage.
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What Type Of Webinar Are You Planning?
Out of 100 travel trade webinars offered by suppliers, close to 80% will market the event as a
sales program when in actual fact, the content and delivery is product knowledge. Not only is this
misleading it causes travel agents to schedule time away from selling for the wrong reasons.

“Why am I here listening to ancient history when
your email said this was to be a sales program…? I
can read your brochures, what I want is actual
sales and marketing tips and techniques”
Travel agents are not training their client attendees, they are informing them. For the most part
then, travel agency consumer based webinars are correct in terms of promotional wording and
slogans they use.

REASONS FOR WEBINARS
SUPPLIERS to TAs
Destination information
New product launch
A new service
A reminder
A special incentive
A FAM
BDM training session
Internal training / presentation

TRAVEL AGENTS to CLIENTS
Announcing a group tour
Announcing a new departure date
A special supplier incentive
A reminder
A consumer event
A survey
Sharing of travel photographs
Internal customer service training
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The Mini Prep Checklist
ACTION

SUPPLIER

Reason for webinar?
Who is the audience and
what will be their “take
away” – what should they do
after the webinar?
Who will market, coordinate,
moderate, present?
Beware of conflicting events
and time zones. Should you
deliver two sessions?
Will you record this webinar?
What will you do with your
recording? Where will it
reside on your website? Will
you archive it, send link via
email & post to social media?
Who is the contact (by name)
should attendees experience
any challenge registering?
What collateral is needed for
the attendees? Is it ready to
be emailed / downloaded?
Is there a budget for a guest
speaker?
Complete a spreadsheet of
tasks, start and complete
deadlines, responsibilities &
audience profile.
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TRAVEL AGENT

Today your webinar studio can be wherever you happen to be as long as you have access to
the Internet, a computer, mouse, headset and webcam/mic combo. Thank goodness for
technology! This built in flexibility allows you as a supplier to present your webinar from the
new hotel you are promoting to your agency accounts and for the travel agent, you can be on
the beach to deliver your webinar on the area and close out with “If you would like to join me,
I can book your flight and hotel right now!”
Isn’t that the life to lead, eh? Be anywhere in the
world (almost), click online, fire up your PPT
presentation and as you watch your attendees
log on, you let everyone know you’ll be starting
in a few minutes, then on the hour, it’s
SHOWTIME!

Equipment:

Setting up at your office, agency or home office
you will need the best possible webcam. Most
built-in webcams found in laptops, tablets etc.,
are “okay” however for the level of delivery we
are focused on you need something top line.
The Logitech series
910 and 920 are
perhaps the best on
the market. Not only
do they deliver high quality images they also shoot 1080 HD video and take
10MP images. Which means you can video a selfie and shoot a selfie as and when
you need them. After recording your own video you can embed it to play inside
your PowerPoint. Repeat the process for any images you capture with the 10MP camera.

If you have a choice, use VOIP versus a landline. The VOIP option is much cleaner and clearer and better
when recording your webinar. A headset with a boom mic’ will deliver a better quality of sound.
Although the Logitech mic is excellent, however with the mic’ 18” away you can sometimes strain your
voice whereas with a boom mic you’ll tend to speak normally.

Check what your camera is showing your audience: anything on the wall behind you that you don’t
want to share with your audience when you go live on-camera? You could hang your logo there, yes?
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I’m showing you three of the well-known webinar systems; there are dozens more with equal features
and plans to match. I have not worked with others as much I have with these three so I must leave it to
you to explore further. If you intend to turn your webinar prowess into a business then you will need
eCommerce as a feature. Instant Presenter shown below offers eCommerce in their basic plans and this
is the provider I use. ECommerce is available with GTW and Webex however not built into the basic
plans. http://www.instantpresenter.com/Web-Conferencing-Pricing.aspx
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There are six components to a webinar if you are going to manage
your presentation well. Let’s explore them here.
ACTION
1.MARKETING

2. REGISTRATION
PROCESS

3. EVENT
MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION
Determine who your target audience is (bricks & mortar, home-based,
national account… in-house, other suppliers) and partner with online
publications, industry partners and marketing affiliations to drive your
registration objectives. Remember typically for bricks and mortar
agencies – there are three agents watching per screen. Be sure to get a
head count for statistical and ROI purposes. 20 HBAs X 1 + 20 B&Ms (x3)
= 80 agents.
Your webinar platform registration includes the following essentials:
 HTML email / marketing page summarizing the event with a link to
registration.
 Multiple landing pages (registration pages) to track marketing
channel success.
 Thank you for registering page and automated email to each
registrant with login information.
 Registrant Database collecting all info including which marketing
channel registrant responded to.
 Automatic notifications and reminder emails to registrants before
the event and on the day, morning of the event with a link to the
login page.
 Login page with simple, yet explicit instructions and a phone
number to call for support if required.
 Advise if audio is Voice over IP, telephone or both.
 Confirmation email for events with fee based attendance.
The success of your travel trade webinar is dependent on the
attendee’s (agent, client, in-house staff) experience. Ensure a
successful event by putting the following components in place:
 Educate your presenters on webinar best practices.
 Practice the session from start to finish.
 Train for technology malfunctions – files on flash drive – and quick
access to another functioning computer.
 Have an experienced moderator to introduce the event, manage
teleconferencing, VOIP issues, recording, moderate questions and
to support the presenters with any technical issues.
 If your presenter is presenting from home – then they must be
trained in all aspects of handling a technical hitch.
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About The Author
Steve Crowhurst
Travel trade keynote speaker, trainer, author &
publisher.
Steve entered the retail travel industry in 1965 and has
worked from the front line to the executive floor, owned
and operated his own travel agencies, travel trade
training and consulting firms and has worked from a home
office for over 20 years.
In 2010 he published his 412 page book 273 “No Fluff - No
Theory” Marketing Ideas for Travel Agents; in June 2011
he published the first digital issue of Selling Travel
magazine, this was followed by Travel Agency Manager
and Travel Trade Supplier magazines in early 2013. In
October 2013 Steve published the first issue of IC Travel
Agent a digital magazine targeting the home-based travel
agent, ICs and OSRs.
Steve is now turning all of his workshops and webinars
into easy to read, street savvy eGuides. Check back often
at www.thetravelagentsstore.com for new titles.
If you would like Steve to speak at your conference or
convention, deliver management level webinars or work
with your executive team please email him directly:
steve@smptraining.com
A complete bio can be read here.
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THANKS FOR SHOPPING AT

There is always something new and exciting being created and
uploaded to the store so be sure to check back often.

www.thetravelagentsstore.com
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